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To Remain or Leave: The EU of  Islamophobia 
Ismail Y. Syed 

Introduction 

The EU debate of  remaining in and leaving the EU, the latter known as the Brexit, has been one of  
the most divisive issues that has equally divided communities of  all backgrounds. It has always been 
the case of  not having religion play a role in determining which sides stands for the betterment of  
the community and the status quo should remain as such. However, Muslims as a community, like 
other ethnic or religious groups e.g. Jews, Sikhs, Hindus etc cannot ignore a critical issue that can 
affect not only the current generation but future generations to come. They should take a deep look 
into the trajectory the EU is heading towards; whether such multicultural values and the freedom to 
practice religion in private and public lives would be adhered to or to the contrary, eroded as a result 
of  Europe that is increasingly seen as Islamophobic and xenophobic. It is no coincidence, that The 
Economist ran a recent article under the headline "Why America would provide more Muslim-
friendly work-places than Europe" 1 which goes on to show Europe and its EU vehicle have reached 
a tipping point where the line between secularism and Islamophobia has been blurred and given 
Europe's track record on religious rights and freedom, things are likely to get worse. For Muslims 
and other ethno-religious minority groups, relying solely upon the economic and trade factors or 
employment rights and nothing beyond, would be seen as naive at the very least and god forbid, 
disastrous in the longer term, possibly not in the current lifetime but may have to be borne by future 
Muslim generations as a result of  choices made by today's generation. Areas of  minority religion and 
ethnic needs, Muslims being no exception, are seen equally as important; in fact to many, such 
religious needs and values transcends the short term socioeconomic and associated needs e.g. worker 
rights etc. The paper would argue, from a Muslim perspective, that only holistic and comprehensive 
approach that includes Muslims and other ethno-religious needs of  not current generation but of  
the future generation should be factored into when deciding to remain or leave the EU, with the 
latter option of  leaving the EU, being seen in some quarters as a more difficult yet more pragmatic 
option when Muslims are increasingly coming under pressure to part their conservative religious 
traditions in the face of  historically Islamophobic Europe, and by extension, its EU vehicle.    
______________________________________________________________________________ 
About the author:  
Ismail Y. Syed is a Muslim scholar based in London, UK; an independent Shariah compliance professional for various 
institutions, lectures/lectured at a number of  academies in London e.g. Safar Academy etc. He holds a Fazil and a Mufti 
in Islamic Jurisprudence from Darul Uloom Deoband, India. Web link: linkedin.com/in/IsmailSyed  

Important note and acknowledgements:   
Despite not being prepared to write on the important yet sensitive topic of  the European Union, I finally picked up the 
courage with the support and insistence of  all the professional colleagues and friends, to write this paper. This essay has 
been prepared by drawing upon analyses of  various points raised by both Remain and Leave camps as well as drawing 
on other people's experiences including own experience. Evaluation included studying current and historical political and 
sociological issues faced by Europe, discussions, anecdotes from a broad spectrum of  the orthodox Muslim community, 
interaction with community leaders, professionals on anonymous basis including lawyers and members of  the judiciary 
(latter, understandably being very brief  and short with few little information parted), and ethnic minority members of  
the general public. Special thanks to colleagues and friends for their immense support, not least the legal professionals, 
businessmen, and last but not least, some faith leaders and Ulama/Muslim scholars for sharing their perspectives. It 
would go incomplete by not acknowledging some practising Muslim female members who courageously shared their 
experiences and concerns (on anonymous basis, as it has been the case for almost all the sources utilised).  
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Islamophobia strengthened by Europe's export of  xenophobia 

There are many other ways to look at the issue of  remaining in and leaving the EU, and not just 
from the economic perspective and public services' perspective. There are those who argue for the 
Brexit from a religious or ethnic minority perspective. While it is acknowledged that economic 
hardships may indeed follow for the next 10 years or so but it would be worth the sacrifice if  taking 
into account of  future generations. It is ample time frame for the UK to manage the new post-EU 
world (possibly by paying an economic price) and re-emerge as a new economy that is adapted to the 
new realities of  being outside the EU. The majority of  UK citizens would not like to see Europe's 
fascism and Islamophobia being imported to the UK. UK's membership of  EU didn't help to bring 
in positive changes from being on the inside. If  any, Islamophobia in Europe has risen in three folds 
over the last decade. 2 As each day passes by, Europe and the EU system is being gradually ridden 
with the spread of  Islamophobia and the far right tendencies under the disguise of  radical 
secularism (the writer prefers to call it neo-secularism). This type of  secularism keeps religion and 
state apart at all cost, to the detriment of  many, including Muslims. 

Numerous interviews has been carried out with members from the Muslim community and few 
individuals from the other ethnic groups, for not only their views of  whether to remain in or leave 
the EU but their overall experience and the impact they felt over the last decades which may 
influence their attitude towards voting for remaining in or leaving the EU. 3 Surprisingly, fewer 
concerns were cited regarding the reduction of  or pressure on the public services, contrary to what 
the Leave campaign/Brexit likes to claim. However, when interviewing members from the white 
English southerners, pressure on public services was cited more often which seems to influence 
their voting decision for either of  the camps: remain or leave, the former based on believing the EU 
being the source of  providing necessary funding/rebates to cash hungry public services. The author 
acknowledges that the scope of  discussion and interview is limited to specific groups, mainly the 
middle and lower middle classes and Muslims/and or ethnic minority groups therefore it does not 
reflect the broad spectrum of  the society. However, as this papers focuses on the concerns and 
objectives of  a specific group (mainly the Muslims and by extension, some ethnic/cultural groups) 
and its relation to the wider society, it would be outside the scope of  discussion of  a niche concern/
topic of  this paper to include members and their experiences from the wider cross section of  the 
society. Furthermore, various studies on the UK society as a whole in relation to EU are widely 
available so those who wishes to learn further can access the materials without difficulty, not least 
from the materials, albeit many are questionable, produced by both Remain and Leave camps.    

From the discussions and interviews conducted 4, a commonly cited experience is when one travels 
in London by tube at late night in their traditional Muslim attire e.g. thobe or abaya, the probability 
of  facing horde of  racial abuses mainly from the half  drunken Europeans is much higher despite 
traveling in the very city he or she was born in. Additionally from the experiences shared by 
practising Muslim female members (disclosure: not all interviewees were necessarily British; many 
are British but some were foreigners, mainly from the Middle East yet been visiting UK periodically 
over the last two decades, 1996 - 2016), the picture given is more grim: in what was supposed to be a 
multicultural London of  the 21st century, there are Muslim female members in their abaya/jilbabs or 
hijabs who no longer feel safe to walk a short distance at late night from their parents or in-laws' 
house to own's house within the same locality due to racial and Islamophobic verbal abuses faced 
from the Europeans lingering around on the streets. This may not be the case in Asian populated 
areas of  Birmingham, Blackburn, Bolton, Bradford, Dewsbury, and Leicester etc. but such unhelpful 
incidents are happening elsewhere in metropolitan areas like London where there have been a huge 
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influx of  Europeans, many are described, as one practising Muslim female member who experienced 
verbal Islamophobic abuses on a series of  occasion  puts it, "migrating with their baggage of  fascist 
tendencies". The finding also included that over the last decade or so, the practising Muslim female 
members are increasingly compelled to take the car even for a short 5 mins drive at late night. That 
was not the case 10-15 years ago. Not everyone is bothered or have the time to go through time-
consuming reporting to the police for every and each incident, and offenders are half  drunk so little 
can be done or benefit of  the doubt is given to them.  

In fact, surprisingly, a recent experience of  a Muslim born and bred Londoner and a frequent 
traveller (disclosure: a family member/relative), shows it feels much safer to travel alone in a 
traditional Muslim cultural dress at late night in a multicultural New York on the city's subway than 
in the home city of  London given on occasions having to face xenophobic and Islamophobic abuses 
mainly from fellow European commuters on Piccadilly from Heathrow to North London around 
the hours of  23:00-00:30. That was hardly the case in the 80-90's Muslims grew up in. 5 When 
travelling in a traditional Muslim dress, one can easily feel the difference: seeing a welcoming 
multicultural atmosphere after a 7 hours flight to Toronto or a 22 hours flight to Sydney Australia 
when compared to the short hop to the European cities such as Warsaw (Poland), Riga (Latvia), 
Bratislava (Slovakia), Budapest (Hungary), and Vienna etc., where Islamophobia and racism is the 
norm. 6  

Commonwealth and multicultural values under threat 

Some vibrant London boroughs, known to be familiar with Muslim/religious minority issues, have 
seen Europeans growing up in London with their newly found British accents are involved with the 
councils as policy officials or as councillors or as residents and subsequently making life difficult for 
Muslims in terms of  cultural and religious needs including but not limited to, refusing or opposing 
planning permissions for Muslim's religious and cultural needs such as mosques etc. 7 Many of  them 
have no interest to be familiar with ethnic and religious issues, unlike the British people of  people of  
UK and Commonwealth countries. That was not the case when the stakeholders were mainly 
English during the times of  the elderly/first generation of  immigrants. It is because those English/
British people, despite some harbouring institutional racism, were familiar with commonwealth 
values of  multiculturalism and diversity. As a matter of  fact, many of  the original immigrants from 
Africa, Indian subcontinent and the Caribbean, who came in the 60 & 70s - the first generation of  
immigrants, that is the parents and grandparents of  today's second and third generation British 
Muslims, were the ones who made Britain as multicultural as it has come to be known today. This no 
doubt came as a result of  Commonwealth based policies. Those Commonwealth policies are 
gradually diminishing due to an emphasis on Europe-centric migration (which subsequently leads to 
placing restricted quota on the migrants from the Commonwealth due to net migration numbers 
game). Had the EU-centric migration movement policies were in place in the 60s & 70s, one would 
doubt whether the parents and grandparents of  today's Muslims would have been able to make it to 
the UK. After all, many of  the today's vibrant second and third generation of  British Asian and 
African Muslims are the products of  the Commonwealth multicultural policy that permitted 
qualified migration; a policy that reflected consistency. 8 The European model and by extension EU, 
though permitting qualified form of  multiculturalism and diversity, is overwhelmingly based on the 
assimilation model of  neo-secularism that keeps religion and state vociferously apart in all aspects; 
where Muslims and other ethnic groups are expected to assimilate into xenophobic European 
culture at the expense of  vibrant rich diverse identity. Even then, the good secular values are 
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increasingly being eroded in European countries, mainly of  Eastern Europe and even countries such 
as France and Germany are increasingly heading towards the far right and fascism. 9 

Europe, a bastion of  racism and fascisms: a historical fact  

It is a historical fact that Europe always has always been a bastion of  racism, fascism and bloodshed 
over the centuries 10 while multicultural Britain, despite its terrible colonial and empire legacies 
abroad, at home over the last two centuries it was still seen as a place of  refuge for the persecuted 
Europeans consisting of  Jews, writers, artists, thinkers and other religiously persecuted groups. Many 
of  the today's Europeans are different from the Europeans who migrated to Britain in the early 20th 
century, many who were of  Jewish origin or those who had pluralistic views and were in fact, fleeing 
the despotism and fascism that were rife in xenophobic Europe. Many of  the Europeans who are 
migrating in current times, are not necessarily migrating for pluralistic and multicultural values but 
purely for economic reasons 11 which benefit them and indeed may benefit British Muslims through 
increased trade, jobs and the steady flow of  tenants/builders for many Muslim landlords. However, 
this comes at a cost. In fact, there are many Europeans (there are some great exceptions as well) 
who migrate, do so with their excess baggage of  racism, fascism, antisemitism and Islamophobia. 
One of  the examples of  such experience, often cited by some Muslim Asian landlords 12 is the 
discovery of  occasional swastikas and Islamophobic messages are discovered in the properties 
rented out to European tenants from countries such as Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and 
Slovakia etc. A common explanation for such racist xenophobic behaviour given is tenants feeling 
great discomfort for having to pay rents to landlords who happened to be Asian and Muslims. It 
would be difficult to imagine British/English or tenants from Commonwealth & Middle Eastern 
countries would be committing such offensive acts despite some British/English people may indeed 
harbour racism covertly but would rarely contemplate committing such acts (and the fact that they 
are still by far the largest group yet rarely such incidents occur). 13 

Institutionalisation of  Islamophobia: The new EU directive 

It would be difficult to base decisions of  whether to leave or remain solely on economic factors of  
minimum wages, bread and butter issues and workers' rights etc., without taking into account of   
religious and cultural needs as seen from a Muslim/and or ethnic minority perspective. The recent 
judicial opinion of  European Court of  Justice (ECJ) permitting a ban on hijab at work 14 is a good 
example where Islamophobia under the disguise of  radical secularism is slowly creeping into the EU 
system, and as a consequence would affect the UK. Similarly, potential EU ban on the halal and 
kosher slaughtering method that does not involve stunning is another area of  concern. The final 
result is about EU being led by Islamophobic and xenophobic prone members who are seen to be 
initiating policies to eradicate Muslim cultural values under the pretext of  European values of  neo-
secularism. Muslims have every reason to fear from Europe being presided over by countries 
populated by fascism and Islamophobia. The fact that Slovakia, a country that is known to harbour 
Islamophobia, would be taking over the EU presidency very soon, at the time of  writing, is a good 
example; whose Prime Minister Fico made his view clear: he does not want Islam to be part of  
Slovakia and would not hesitate to call for Muslims to be monitored as part of  Christian Europe's 
crusade to keep Muslims out. 15 One can imagine what type of  Europe such leaders would try to 
carve out, with UK voters remaining helpless. In fact, the increasingly Islamophobic Conservative 
government or indeed of  other parties would no doubt find encouragement to further their 
unhelpful agendas under the EU's increasingly Islamophobic driven secular banner. Whether EU 
serves as a cooefficient for the Islamophobia through racist and xenophobic policies in UK is open 
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to debate or indeed deniable by many, yet one no need to look further than its institutional historical 
framework that continues to incubate or foster racism and xenophobia as argued by some EU  
focused sociologists such as Gordon (1989 cited Spybey, 1997, p160) 16 
On the other end, increasingly the coordination between the British far-right groups e.g. EDL, 
Britain First etc., and the Europeans settled in the UK is reported to be getting stronger with the 
latter (mainly of  the younger/second generation Europeans who spent early years in the UK) 
serving as a recruitment base for the far right groups. 17 

Human Rights post EU 

As for the human rights, while it is acknowledged that human rights and similar concerns such as the 
deportation of  the migrants are legitimate areas of  debate for the remain in camp, it is equally 
important to be weary of  such fears being overplayed. Even if  the Brits were to loose the EU 
protection on human rights (which is now more of  a human rights that fits along the lines of  
Islamophobic and neosecular traditions), It can be concluded after interacting with the lawyers and 
members of  the judiciary 18 and more so looking at the track record of  the case laws, that the British 
judicial system and the Common Law system has an established track record of  overall fairness, 
justice and human rights values. Given its exposure to multiethnic and religious needs for over a 
century, thanks to the Commonwealth legacy, the judicial system is in a much stronger position to 
further develop and evolve to accommodate the new post-EU era and would serve as a check and 
balance on the government. In areas of  multi-ethnic and religious needs, the fact that in almost all 
cases of  international trades and ethno-religious driven legal contracts, notably Islamic finance, the 
Common Law system of  either English courts or New York courts is chosen over the European Civil 
Law system that dominates the EU region, shows the universal acceptability and superiority over the 
Europe's secular driven Civil Law. Furthermore, the European Court of  Human Rights (ECHR) is 
different and separate from the previously mentioned EU's ECJ who's opinion permitted the hijab 
ban. ECHR is separate from the EU hence it is very likely UK would remain part of  the ECHR. 
Even Muslim-majority Turkey, a non-EU member, benefits from its ECHR membership. 

International Relations 

As for foreign relations, there is no denial that the EU has emerged as a political body at a global 
label that few other regional body can muster international clout such as ASEAN, GCC or NAFTA. 
It has no doubt shaped or supplemented many of  the EU member countries' foreign policies, not 
least providing a collective voice in negotiations and conflicts. UK, however, despite benefiting from 
a collective foreign policy and a European clout, it retained its own unique foreign policy for over 
half  a century to date. UK's foreign policy was not necessarily seen as fully aligned with the EU 19; 
more so, its foreign policy including war and conflict has more often contradicted the EU's policy. 
That is because UK's foreign policy is seen to be mostly of  Atlanticist in nature, driven by realism, 
neoliberalism and interventionism. The 2003 Iraq War was a clear example where UK aligned more 
closely with the US despite facing overwhelming opposition from the EU countries. Therefore, 
membership of  the EU is of  little use when it comes to pursuing Britain's foreign policy - from the 
British Muslims' perspective, many are not Muslim friendly, with the exception of  areas of  trade and 
liberal values (which this paper has already acknowledged). Furthermore, it has been a reluctant 
observer of, and obstructive to the EU's foreign policy towards Israel Palestine conflict and trading 
with Israel's illegal settlement. 20  
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Withdrawal from the EU would not mean tearing Europe apart or divided Europe. Europe existed 
before EU and shall continue to do so post EU. In the contrary it would be a sign of  maturity, to be 
responsible for own's destiny that would be more harmonious to having a bilateral and cordial 
relations with the rest of  Europe out of  own responsibility and ownership and not out of  burden or 
fear of  consequences of  the EU membership commitments. The NATO alliance, a key non-EU 
institution, to which Muslim-majority Turkey is also a member, as well as largely ceremonial, century 
old, Entente Cordiale agreement between the UK and France serves as a good example of  
maintaining unity, friendship and security among the states to date for over a half  century. 

Conclusion: dichotomy of  either of  the decisions, leave or remain 

Although it is difficult to identify full causes of  the rise of  Islamophobia in the UK and whether 
there is a proper correlation between the EU and Islamophobia, the study does show that there is 
some form of  correlation between the EU and UK Muslims, and by extension, some ethnic 
minorities' experience, of  Islamophobia and xenophobia respectively. Therefore, from an orthodox 
Muslim community and other religious and ethnic minority perspectives, money, trade, employment 
rights and public services should not be the sole factors to determine the voting decision as the 
remain in camp or the Brexit leave camp's manifesto seems to suggest. The economic challenges and 
difficulties (which the leave camp/Brexit is in denial but this paper acknowledges the possible 
economic challenges) that may follow, can be overcome within a decade or two but the deeply 
instilled and gradually imposed Islamophobic and fascist values as a result of  EU's Islamophobic-
prone policies can take centuries to eradicate - it took over two centuries for Britain to develop 
commonwealth and multicultural values that we have come to see today. Muslims and other minority 
groups have to think about their future generations' religious and ethnic needs long after they are 
gone, where the future generations don't suffer from the imported Islamophobia, antisemitism and 
fascist policies from both EU led by Islamophobic members and European migrants with fascist 
tendencies. Leaving the EU would mean the UK retaining the right to automatically bar Europeans 
with fascist/racist tendencies or criminal convictions from entering the UK or at least introduce visa 
requirements for people of  such backgrounds when entering the UK. Having a bilateral trade on 
own terms and maintaining cordial relations with the wider Europe is not only possible but would 
become the natural outcome of  each country's mature approach to maintaining regional harmony, 
backed by the NATO as mentioned earlier. At the same time, the author acknowledges that more 
comprehensive study is needed as many of  the issues and actual causes of  Islamophobia in UK 
remains unresolved. This leads to a dichotomy: EU has many proven benefits, not least 
intermigrations of  both Muslims and non Muslims throughout Europe that results in cultural 
enrichment and even fostering the Muslim brotherly Ummah in Europe. Therefore such benefits 
cannot be denied or outweighed completely by a niche study; a study that raises serious concerns of  
EU's approach to Islamophobia yet it is difficult to identify both the exact causes of  Islamophobia's 
rise in the UK and the exact effect of  EU's migration on a pre-existing problem caused by other 
factors. Based on this, the author does not see any problem with the concluding remark: EU needs 
to be give a second chance after a warning shot of  UK referendum to get its act together. 21 
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Footnotes/References 
1 Erasmus, The Economist (2016) Why America may provide more Muslim-friendly work-places 
than Europe. Available at: http://www.economist.com/blogs/erasmus/2016/06/europe-america-
and-religious-symbols?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/ (Accessed: 13 June 2016). 

2 Based on self  evaluation of  multiple sources online and reaching aggregate value. It was difficult 
finding country specific data of  the rise of  Islamophobia or hate crimes due to lack of  sufficient/
and or adequate reporting or some are classed on ethnic lines/and or local zones and did not include 
religion. Sources include but not limited to European Commission, Open Society Institute and local 
countries's online sources and government bodies.      

3. Interviews carried out anonymously (names/identity withheld/provided, mainly due to 
understandable reasons e.g. interviewees, notably the conservative Muslim female members being 
from minority community did not feel comfortable in providing details of  identity/and or 
traditional/cultural reasons, Europeans given assurances to air their views in confidence without any 
repercussions or consequences etc.) over an extended period of  January 25 - 3 June, 2016. 
Interviewees included of  diverse backgrounds and frequent flyers/travellors from the following 
locations: London areas of  West, East, North and South; borough included Ealing, Tower Hamlets, 
Hackney, Newham, Barking & Dagenham, Waltham Forest, Haringey and Redbridge. Outside 
London: Chelmsford, Solihull and Sheldon (Birmingham). From other ethnic minorities, 
interviewees mainly of  male members from the Sikh community (disclosure:  some included from 
those who are not UK citizens/interview conducted in Urdu/Punjabi language) and two from 
Haredi Jewish community in Stamford Hill (was extremely difficult to find additional members 
available for interview), London. As for the members of  the white English southern community, 
interviews/brief  discussions conducted mainly with passers by/and or with commuters in various 
locations in London and the South East.  
Europeans were also interviewed on various occasions, many included from both first and second 
generation. Some Europeans were interviewed twice, at home in the UK followed by interview in 
their native countries by fellow Europeans in their native language with the latter superseding in case 
of  any contradictions, (as part of  the reverse research methodology). Disclosure: some interviewees 
spoke/understood little English hence relied upon partial communication/and or translation app; 
some interviews were conducted prior to this study, as part of  different fact gathering/consultation 
projects on various occasions over the extended period of  2014-2015 e.g. Newham area at the height 
of  planning application for mega mosque, hence in some areas and in some cases, up to 50% has 
been factored into for possible margin of  error. Time period of  experiences cited/referred to: 
1996-2016. 

4 From the male members around 2 in 10 responded with facing some form of  Islamophobia/and 
or racist abuses, of  the 2 responded, 2 in 5 occasions was from Europeans despite Europeans being 
the minority. When it came to female members, this has risen to around 3 in 10; of  the 3, 2 in 5 
occasions was from fellow Europeans. As the cited experience indicates, incidents involving 
Europeans is disproportionately higher than the share of  its relative population. However, when 
citing experiences of  travelling in Europe in a traditional Muslim attire mainly for leisure (and some 
travelled on missionary work as part of  Dawah Tabligh Jamat movement), the numbers are 
significantly higher in relative terms in comparison to other western cities e.g. Auckland,  New York, 
Sydney and Toronto etc.; in fact some mentioned perceiving racial attitude at state/institutional level 
including e.g. police turning a blind eye to racial incidents, to making overt racial remarks. (Discloser: 
experience includes but not limited to, own, friends and colleagues). The finding is after 25% margin 
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of  error has been factored in due to e.g. lack of  awareness of/less exposure to traditional Muslim 
culture in comparison to other Western European and Nordic countries, numbers of  Europeans 
using public transport is relatively higher to the rest of  the population, and being drunk/under the 
influence of  alcohol hence the benefit of  doubt given as cited by the individuals and/or the police.     
5 That is not to say that racism never existed in the 70-90s; racism did exist but at a different level. It 
was more based on a class level/was class driven that consisted of  socioeconomic factors and was 
mainly confined to segregated/specific areas and pockets e.g. selected working class areas and the 
council estates etc. It had more to do with other factors of  social deprivations; racism was directed 
mainly at ethnic level as opposed to religion e.g. Islamophobia. Furthermore, taking into account of  
real values, while Muslim numbers grew, Islamophobia and the non-class based Muslim-centric 
racism grew at a much disproportionate rate. What exists today (2001-2016) is anti-religion driven 
racism and widespread Islamophobia at both institutional level and root level that transcends 
socioeconomic classes as it was once the case in the 70-90s. This phenomena is not new to Europe 
(with the exception of  Nordic/Scandinavian countries); in fact, it has increased significantly over the 
last decade through out Europe. However such phenomena has never been popular in the UK until 
2000s. It is in this context this paper is arguing that this European phenomena of  Islamophobia and 
xenophobia at both institutional and public level has finally made its way to settle its roots across the 
UK. The politicians with unhelpful tendencies tend to see Europe as a benchmark - not an ideal way 
to measure against the very Europe that is in question.  

6 Op. cit. Please refer to note 3. 

7. Ibid 

8 I mentioned immigration from the commonwealth as a supplementary basis, an additional point 
that may be considered, as I acknowledge it does not stand on high grounds. The main point of  
argument was the widespread of  Islamophobia in Europe and subsequent spread to the UK as well 
as an increasingly narrow version of  secularism that has been creeping into the EU system and by 
extension to the UK, to the detriment of  Muslims’ religious rights and freedoms. 

9 Based on various news events and professional experience as a former Islamic Finance banker in 
2008-2010 in dealing with a cross section of  the society from businesses, multinational and 
government institutions. Example of  news event include ban of  niqab in France, emergence of  far 
right parties in Austria, France, Germany and Hungary etc.  

10. Based on verified historical narratives that are available in public domain. However, the following 
has been consulted:  
Eliav-Feldon, M., Isaac, B.H. and Ziegler, J. (eds.) (2009) The origins of  racism in the west. United 
Kingdom: CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, United Kingdom. 
pp. 5–6 & p. 182 

11 Op. cit. (note 3) 

12 From the interviews conducted in London Boroughs of  Redbridge, Haringey, Enfield and 
Newham. Disclosure: Include but not limited to author's own experience.  

13 Ibid. 
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14 Robinson, D. (2016) Judge at EU’s top court backs workplace ban on headscarf. Available at: 
https://next.ft.com/content/01188ec2-2709-11e6-8ba3-cdd781d02d89 (Accessed: 13 June 2016). 

15 Oborne, P. (2016) The next EU president wants Muslims to be banned. Why are Cameron, 
Merkel and Hollande silent? Available at: http://www.middleeasteye.net/columns/which-way-
should-british-muslims-vote-eu-referendum-152685040 (Accessed: 13 June 2016). 

16 Spybey, T. (ed.) (1997) Britain in Europe: Introduction to sociology. pp. 159–160 edn. United 
Kingdom: Taylor & Francis.  

17 Op. cit. (note 3) 

18 At a legal event at UCL, November 2015 

19 British foreign policy since 1997 (2008) House of  Commons Library Research Paper, 08(56), pp. 
20–65. 

20 While EU banned importing/and or labelling product from Israel's illegal settlements, (see - JTA 
(2014) EU bans poultry imports from settlements. Available at: http://www.timesofisrael.com/eu-
bans-poultry-imports-from-settlements/ (Accessed: 15 May 2016)), UK in contrary bans such 
boycott, and by extension, bans imports from the illegal settlements (see - Wright, O. (2016) Israel 
boycott ban: Shunning Israeli goods to become criminal offence for public bodies and student 
unions. Available at: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/israel-boycott-local-
councils-public-bodies-and-student-unions-to-be-banned-from-shunning-israeli-a6874006.html 
(Accessed: 16 May 2016)) 

21 The arguments in this paper is based upon number of  factors, many of  them outside the scope 
of  this paper. Should some factors are resolved or eliminated, conversely some arguments would 
become not applicable/outdated. One notable factor worthy of  mention is the probability of  
Turkey's entry to the EU within the next 10-15 years remaining very slim; in other words, by slowing 
the Turkey's entry to EU, many would interpret it as EU's pro-Islamophobic policy of  evolving into 
a xenophobic Christian club hence, without doubt, such concerns would hasten the decisions of  
many practising British Muslims to support leaving the EU. Europeans' attitude towards new 
member' entry never solely rested on the risk and criteria based factors of  mass migration or 
economy and human rights. If  that was the case, the countries of  the former eastern communist 
block e.g. Romania, Bulgaria, Latvia, etc., with near dead or socialist economies, high corruption and 
fragile democracy ridden with nepotism at the time, would not have been placed onto the effective 
path of  joining the EU. Unfortunately, same standards have not been applied in the case of  Turkey 
despite having equal or higher standards of  human development index in real terms in comparison 
to the former eastern communist bloc. This confirms the EU's pro-Islamophobic pro xenophobic 
position as argued in the paper. However, if  the reality on the ground is, the probability of  Turkey 
joining the EU within the next 10-15 years is high, it would no doubt, other things being equal, 
signal EU's change to a more accommodating position. Turkey's entry would change the dynamics 
for the positive reasons or the very least its entry would dampen the pro-Islamophobic radical 
secularisation of  the EU. It would mark the beginning of  a new era of  Europe to move away from 
its centuries old xenophobic past. Turkey's admission would no doubt dampen the concerns raised 
in this paper hence the argument would shift in favour of  the remain in camp.  
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